
Computation — Interactive and Batch

There are five computational facilities in the UoM CampusCIR Ecosystem:
The Computational Shared Facility (CSF, aka
Danzek)

The Computational Shared Facility is the Universityflagship “HPC” cluster. It is used for a wide variety ofwork: parallel computation using many CPUs or GPGPUs;highthroughput work (running lots of small jobs); workrequiring large amounts of memory (RAM) or access tohighcapacity (disk) storage with fast I/O.
The CSF is primarily used for “batch” computing.
The Interactive CSF (iCSF, aka Incline)

The iCSF, aka Incline, is designed specifically forcomputationallyintensive interactive and GUIbased work— hence the name: the interactiveCSF. It is expectedthat Incline will be used closely with the Research VirtualDesktop Service (see Gateways to the Ecosystem).
The EPS Condor Pool

Condor is a system that makes use of hundreds of desktopPCs around the University to provide a highthroughputcomputing environment. It is freely available to allresearchers at the University and complements moretraditional cluster systems such as the CSF. Users of theCSF can choose to keep their data on the CSF/Isilon andsubmit jobs to Condor via a CSFCondor gateway server.

Redqueen

Redqueen is a smaller “HPC” cluster which is used by theRI Team for testing and development work. It is alsoavailable to researchers. We are sometimes able toaccommodate requests on Redqueen which cannot bemet on the CSF, for example, running of exceptionallylongjobs (over a week).

Zrek — Emerging Technology Cluster

We currently administer several, disparate servers hostingnew and emerging technologies including GPUs, FPGAsand XeonPhi coprocessors. These will soon be broughttogether to form a looseknit cluster.
Kadmon

Kadmon is an FLSspecific, contributionbased cluster.

Storage and Data Transfer

All computational facilities within the ecosystem access common filesystems, i.e.,users see the same files when they login to each:
• each user has the same homedirectory on all facilities;
• large sharedareas for data storage are available to research groups as part ofthe RDS (see below);
• a fast, dedicated network (the RDN, see below) links the RDS and thecomputational facilities so that transfer of large datasets is possible.

The Research Data Storage Service (RDS, aka Isilon)

IT Services provides centrallyhosted and administered data storage for researchstaff and students — the Research Data Storage Service. Some storage isavailable to each academicled research project at no charge. Further storage willbe charged for. This storage is commonly referred to as Isilon.
The storage provided by this service is accessible from desktop and laptopmachines on campus and may also be accessed from oncampus researchcomputing systems (including the CSF and the iCSF). For offcampus access,use the VPN or the SSHFS service.
Files stored on this service can be considered secure. For example, filescorrupted or accidentally deleted can be recovered for up to 28 days.
To find out more about the RDS, please visithttp://www.rds.itservices.manchester.ac.uk/

The Research Data Network (RDN)

Many users of CIR have large quantities of data which must be moved fromexperimental instrument to RDS and/or from RDS to computational cluster. Thisrequirement is satisfied by the RDN which connects all nodes on all facilitieswithin the ecosystem to the RDS using fast dedicated hardware on a securenetwork.

Research Virtual Machine Service

A virtual machine service is planned for researchgroups on which PIs and their team may have OSadministrator/root privileges. This will be locatedon the same resilient, professionallymanagedinfrastructure as other IT Services VMs. It isexpected that the primary use of this service willbe for publicfacing Web servers which accessRDS data.
(For licensing reasons, only Linux is available.)

Working from Office, Home and Barcelona

Components of the CIR ecosystem are accessible directly only fromon the University campus. Offcampus access is supported by avariety of globallyaccessible services:
SSH Gateway

University staff and postgrads can login to the SSH gateway fromanywhere in the world and then hop to any component of the campusecosystem.
SSHFS (experimental)

RDS storage is not accessible offcampus. An experimental SSHFSservice offers offcampus access to RDS shares used on ecosystemcomputational facilities. (We are not able to offer offcampus accessto other RDS shares currently.)
Research Virtual Desktop Service (RVDS, experimental)

This service allows users to: access the CSF (Danzek), the iCSF(Incline), Redqueen and Zrek from offcampus; do interactive/GUIbased work over relatively slow connections; and reconnect to thesame desktop session from office, home and elsewhere.

Example Use Case

1. Rusty’s data exits his group’s DNA sequencer straight onto storageprovided by the RDS, over fast, dedicated networking infrastructure(the RDN). The data is now visible on the CSF and iCSF.
2. By using the Research Virtual Desktop Service (RVDS), he defines aseries of computational jobs to process the data and submits them tothe batch system.
3. Later, from home, Rusty reconnects to his RVDS session to monitorhis jobs to ensure all is well — or make any necessary tweaks. Overthe next few days, from a conference in Barcelona, Rusty checks

progress again using the RVDS, from his laptop, and also the SSHGateway, from his phone; he clears some jobs which have failed andsubmits additional, corrected work.
4. Back at the office, batch jobs finished, and using the same RVDSsession, Rusty starts GUIbased, interactive postprocessing onIncline (aka the iCSF) — no need to move data as all the same RDSbased filesystems are available on all ecosystem compute resources.
5. Finally, the results are ready and made available to the public via aWeb server running on the Research Virtual Machine Service(RVMS) — accessing the same RDS share.

The University of Manchester CIR Campus Ecosystem — User View

What is the Ecosystem?
The ComputationallyIntensive Research Ecosystem is aresponse to feedback asking for an integrated system ofinfrastructure designed to address all aspects of researchgroups' computational work and requirements. Itcomprises:

• traditional batch computational facilities; a facility forinteractive computation, e.g., for development work;
• highcapacity, resilient storage;
• computational facilities and storage linked via adedicated, secure, fast network for datatransfer;
• a virtual machine service for research groups;
• a cluster for sharing emerging tech. hardware.

Local Versus Centrally-Run Infrastructure

Before 2010, many small “beowulf” HPC clusters existed oncampus. Some were wellrun by academics and postgrads;others were not. All took time to administer which wasbetter spent on research; most had many “spare” CPUcycles. Since then, most such beowulfs have beendecommissioned and contributions have been made to theCSF instead — "HPC" infrastructure has been centralised.Academics now have access to a professionallyrun,campus service, with all the benefits that brings.
Following the success of this strategy, academics are nowencouraged to make use of, and contribute to — buy into —other centralised research infrastructure run by IT Services,as introduced here.

The Research Infrastructure Team

The RI Team administer IT infrastructure forcomputationallyintensive research (CIR) — many of thefacilities mentioned here: The CSF, Redqueen, TheiCSF/Incline and Zrek; also the Research Virtual DesktopService, SSH gateway and SSHFS service. In addition, weare the business owner of the Research Data StorageService, Research Data Network and the Research VirtualMachine Service. If you are interested in finding out moreabout any of these services, please email
itsriteam@manchester.ac.uk

Alternatively, please visit our Web site
http://ri.itservices.manchester.ac.uk/

Tailored Workshops

We also offer workshops tailored to individual research
groups aimed at increasing researchers' productivity by use
of the facilities introduced here.

The EPS Faculty IS Team

The Condor pool is maintained and supported by ITServices in the Faculty of EPS.
The FLS Faculty IS Team

Kadmon is maintained and supported by the FLS Faculty ISTeam.




